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Details of Visit:

Author: sexytommy1
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 17 Jan 2014 19:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 250
Recommended: Neutral

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Max's Angels
Website: http://www.maxeslondonescorts.co.uk
Phone: 02071000300

The Premises:

Pretty Basic flat in Soho with a discrete entrance. Was not as nice as some of the Apartments or
flats that have seen girls at the same Agency. She shares the flat with Valerie Fox at the same
Agency.

The Lady:

I don’t think the pictures give an accurate indication of how Mai Looks. I think Mai was very
attractive, a great smile, nice eyes but I am not sure I would have recognised her from her pictures.
Mai has done plenty of Porn movies so I suggest that you do a google search for a more accurate
indication of how Mai looks. Mai is mixed race with beautiful olive skin and a sexy accent which is a
mix of Russian and English.
As far as her body is concerned Mai is bigger around the waste than I had expected. I would be
very surprised if Mai was a size 8 as advertised on the website (Having brought size 8 dresses for
someone much smaller than Mai). Mai kept her top on the whole session, the top was pulled down
below her boobs so only her midriff was covered. I have since gone back and looked at as many of
her porn movies as I could find online (for free) and in every scene (apart from 1) she has
something covering her middle. My guess is that she is either (a) self-conscious of her weight or(b)
trying to cover up a scar etc. Although a slim toned waste is a real turn on for me I have had great
experiences without this (Isabel at the same agency) I just think a reputable agency such as Maxes
does not need to deceive/exaggerate the girls stats such as age/dress sizes etc. Anyone hoping for
a hot bod like Julia would be disappointed.
Mai did however have a nice juicy round bum and very soft boobs(fake)with sensitive nipples. Wish
I had got to play with Mai’s Arse more

The Story:

This seems a very strange way to start a review but the Annoying thing is I really liked Mai.
Unfortunately being told by Mai that any form of Anal was off the menu was a body shot that I never
really recovered from.
I had wanted to see Mai for sometime so when my booking to see Molly got cancelled I was happy
with Mai as a replacement.
Mai has a great personality, she is friendly, chatty, bubbly and above all else very natural (as
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opposed to my last visit to Maxes where I thought Rio was a tad artificial) Mai provides a great Mix
of GFE and PSE, I.e the services of pornstar such as deepthroat and facials but along with sexy dfk
and caressing.
Mai is advertised as being a squirter, however when I queried this with Mai she explained that she
can not squirt on demand, but has to be “especially relaxed” and needs “help” to be that relaxed.
This was a bit of a disappointment as I had hoped to relive some of the squirting experiences I had
had with Rio Lee at the same agency. IMHO if Mai does not think it likely that she can squirt in
normal circumstances then I do not think this should be advertised.
Round 1 consisted of mutual oral and face fucking. Mai had bragged in the Maxes members forum
that she could deepthroat a 12 inch dick. Now either that was a wild exaggeration or it was a very
skinny dick because I am nowhere near 12 inches and Mai couldn’t deepthroat me all the way. On
balance I would probably say she struggled more with the facefucking than Rio, Julia or Isabel from
Maxes who could all go a bit deeper. Mai gave it her best effort though so I was more than satisfied
with this.
The face fucking ended with a massive facial with Mai’s face hanging over the bed. I had not cum
for a few weeks so there was a lot. This was probably the highlight of the session.
Unfortunately everything else was downhill from there. After I had been licking her Pussy I rolled
Mai over, but as she was rolling she stopped and asked whether I wanted to rim her, yes I replied.
Mai explained that she had suffered an Anal Injury recently making a porn movie and therefore
couldn’t be Rimmed. I obviously new that this meant no Anal as well but checked with Mai just to
be sure. Mai confirmed my fears. Mai mentioned that my size did not help but If she could not even
be rimmed I do not see how It would matter how big or small I was.
When I made the booking I asked reception to pass onto Mai that I was especially into Anal and
could this be passed onto Mai so Mai could be prepared for this. I told Mai this but she explained no
such message had been passed to her. I do not think Mai is completely blameless either because
Mai should have told the Agency that A levels were temporarily unavailable. (I remember Samantha
last year was removed from the A Level Gallery for a month or so and then she posted in the maxes
forum when A levels were on offer again- she was subsequently relisted in the A Level gallery) If
either the agency or Mai had taken any of these steps my bad experience could have been avoided.
I would have simply waited to see Mai in the future and seen a different girl. Ultimately I feel a bit let
down by the poor communication between the girl and the Agency.
The majority of times I choose girls specifically because they offer A levels so this adds even more
to the disappointment.
I tried to enjoy the rest of the session but my mind was pre occupied with not getting Anal. When I
experience such a big disappointment I tend to overthink things. We did go into some fucking in
missionary, doggy and cowgirl for round 2 but My heart wasn’t really into it. For me to cum for a
second and third time I need to be really turned on but with the lack of Anal disappointment at the
start of round two my flag was only flying at ¾ mast and the longer it went on the less interested I
became and eventually nothing Mai could do (in all fairness she did try hard with oral) could
resurrect me.
At the end of the session I also felt a bit rushed out the door. Mai did apologise for this but Valerie
Fox had a booking at 8:15. At the start of the booking I got to Mai’s place 5 minutes late because
taxi was late, I then had some problems with the Buzzer to Mai’s flat(I was about to ring the agency
when the door opened). So it was probably 10 past 7 when I was finally in the flat. Towards end of
session Mai told me it was 5 past 8 so I go dressed etc. But once I had put my watch back on my
watch only said 8 so when Mai said it was 5 past 8 it could have been no later than 5 to 8. Just my
opinion but perhaps if Mai and Valerie are continuing to share a flat then perhaps bookings should
be more than 15 minutes apart.
Ultimately I think on another day I could have had a great time with Mai, but things just seemed to
go against me. I am sure others will have a great time with Mai as she is a great girl. (If you are
after anal I would wait a month or so.) Mai was very apologetic about the lack of Anal and promised
to make it up to me with lots of anal if I were to see her again but not sure if I ever will (at least not
any time soon), I think I would just be too worried about being disappointed again which is a shame.
The thing is max's became my "go to" Agency to avoid the situation of services not being delivered
as expected after bad experiences elsewhere. This certainly wont stop me using Maxes but is
enough to leave a bit of doubt about services in the back of my mind when I book in future.
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